On-Farm Ag Plastic Recycling
Now offering recycling bags in addition to dumpsters and collection

Depending on the location and ag plastic use on your farm or dairy, we can provide Recapture recycling bags or place and service a dumpster and provide collection service of ag plastic.

Bale Wrap  ●  Ag/Grain Bags  ●  Bunker Cover  ●  Drip Tape  ●  Greenhouse Film  ●  Boat Film

320.763.9340  |  PopeDouglasRecycle.com  |  gogreen@popedouglasrecycle.com
Pope/Douglas Solid Waste believes in preserving our farmland. We provide a recycling collection and drop off service for used ag plastic and send the baled plastic onto plants for making new products with recycled content.

Recapture Bags: How To Help Preserve Our Farmland

1. Stake down opening of bag using two plastic stakes
2. Stuff bag with approved materials listed on the front of this postcard
3. Once the bag is full, seal opening with included polyethylene zip ties
4. Once you have 5 full bags contact us at: 320.763.9340

Recapture bags measure 96” x 120” and each holds 200 pounds of ag plastic. The bags are sold in packages of 5. Pickup is available when content of 5 reaches 1,000 pounds. Please do not include trash, wood, rocks, tires, twine or net plastic.